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A Short History of the Jewish People
From Legendary Times to Modern Statehood
Oxford University Press, USA From the original legends of the Bible to the peace accords of today's newspapers, this engaging, one-volume history of the Jews will fascinate and inform.
30 illustrations.

Sephardic and Mizrahi Jewry
From the Golden Age of Spain to Modern Times
NYU Press Sephardic Jews have contributed some of the most important Jewish philosophers, poets, biblical commentators, Talmudic and Halachic scholars, and scientists, and have
had a signiﬁcant impact on the development of Jewish mysticism. Sephardic and Mizrahi Jewry brings together original work from the world's leading scholars to present a deep
introductory overview of their history and culture over the past 1500 years.

The Cambridge Guide to Jewish History, Religion, and Culture
Cambridge University Press This book provides a comprehensive and accessible overview of the Jewish experience, from its ancient origins to its impact on contemporary popular
culture.

The Oxford History of Islam
Oxford University Press Lavishly illustrated with over 300 pictures, including more than 200 in full color, The Oxford History of Islam oﬀers the most wide-ranging and authoritative
account available of the second largest--and fastest growing--religion in the world. John L. Esposito, Editor-in-Chief of the four-volume Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern Islamic
World, has gathered together sixteen leading scholars, both Muslim and non-Muslim, to examine the origins and historical development of Islam--its faith, community, institutions,
sciences, and arts. Beginning in the pre-Islamic Arab world, the chapters range from the story of Muhammad and his Companions, to the development of Islamic religion and culture
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and the empires that grew from it, to the inﬂuence that Islam has on today's world. The book covers a wide array of subjects, casting light on topics such as the historical encounter
of Islam and Christianity, the role of Islam in the Mughal and Ottoman empires, the growth of Islam in Southeast Asia, China, and Africa, the political, economic, and religious
challenges of European imperialism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and Islamic communities in the modern Western world. In addition, the book oﬀers excellent articles
on Islamic religion, art and architecture, and sciences as well as bibliographies. Events in the contemporary world have led to an explosion of interest and scholarly work on Islam.
Written for the general reader but also appealing to specialists, The Oxford History of Islam oﬀers the best of that recent scholarship, presented in a readable style and
complemented by a rich variety of illustrations.

Introducing Judaism
First Published in 2009. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Texts and Traditions
A Source Reader for the Study of Second Temple and Rabbinic Judaism
KTAV Publishing House, Inc. "An indispensible companion text, Texts and Traditions includes the essential documents of the various religious trends of the Second Temple and Rabbinic
periods as well as Josephus, Greek and Aramaic inscriptions, classical historians and talmudic sources." --Book Jacket.

How Judaism Became a Religion
An Introduction to Modern Jewish Thought
Princeton University Press Is Judaism a religion, a culture, a nationality - or a mixture of all of these? This title tells the story of how Judaism came to be deﬁned as a religion in the
modern period - and why Jewish thinkers have fought as well as championed this idea.

America's Urban History
Routledge The history of the American city is, in many ways, the history of the United States. Although rural traditions have also left their impact on the country, cities and urban
living have been vital components of America for centuries, and an understanding of the urban experience is essential to comprehending America’s past. America’s Urban History is
an engaging and accessible overview of the life of American cities, from Native American settlements before the arrival of Europeans to the present-day landscape of suburban
sprawl, urban renewal, and a heavily urbanized population. The book provides readers with a rich chronological and thematic narrative, covering themes including: The role of cities
in the European settlement of North America Cities and westward expansion Social reform in the industrialized cities The impact of the New Deal The growth of the suburbs The
relationships between urban forms and social issues of race, class, and gender Covering the evolving story of the American city with depth and insight, America's Urban History will
be the ﬁrst stop for all those seeking to explore the American urban experience.

Basic Judaism
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt A rabbi introduces Gentiles to the origins, doctrines, traditions, practices, laws, institutions, and beliefs of the Jewish religion
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Being Jewish
The Spiritual and Cultural Practice of Judaism Today
Simon and Schuster Discussing the tenets and practice of Judaism from both a contemporary and a historical perspective, a comprehensive and insightful exploration of the nature of
Judaism, its spiritual heritage, and its rituals oﬀers a non-ideological framework for its viewpoint. Reprint. 17,500 ﬁrst printing.

Judaism
A Very Short Introduction
Oxford University Press, USA Outlines the basics of practical Judaism and considers how Judaism has responded to, and dealt with, a number of key issues and debates, including the
impact of the Holocaust and the establishment of the State of Israel.

The Old Testament: A Very Short Introduction
OUP USA The author oﬀers an exploration of the 'Old Testament', illuminating its importance as history, literature, and sacred text. He provides an overview of one of the great
pillars of Western religion and culture, a book which remains important today for Jews, Christians, and Muslims worldwide.

The Emergence of Judaism
Classical Traditions in Contemporary Perspective
Fortress Press This brief survey text tells the story of Judaism. Through the lens of modern biblical scholarship, Christine Elizabeth Hayes explores the shifting cultural contexts-the
Babylonian exile, the Roman Empire, the Byzantine period, the rise of Christianity-that aﬀected Jewish thought and practice, and laid the groundwork for the Talmudic era and its
modern legacy. Thematic chapters explore the evolution of Judaism through its beginnings in biblical monotheism, the Second Temple Period in Palestine, the interaction of
Hellenism and Judaism, the spread of rabbinic authority, and the essence of ethno-religious Jewish identity.

The Jew in the Medieval World
A Source Book, 315-1791
The Literature of Al-Andalus
Cambridge University Press The Literature of Al-Andalus is an exploration of the culture of Iberia, present-day Spain and Portugal, during the period when it was an Islamic, mostly
Arabic-speaking territory, from the eighth to the thirteenth century, and in the centuries following the Christian conquest when Arabic continued to be widely used. The volume
embraces many other related spheres of Arabic culture including philosophy, art, architecture and music. It also extends the subject to other literatures - especially Hebrew and
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Romance literatures - that burgeoned alongside Arabic and created the distinctive hybrid culture of medieval Iberia. Edited by an Arabist, an Hebraist and a Romance scholar, with
individual chapters compiled by a team of the world's leading experts of Islamic Iberia, Sicily and related cultures, this is a truly interdisciplinary and comparative work which oﬀers
a interesting approach to the ﬁeld.

The Medieval Culture of Disputation
Pedagogy, Practice, and Performance
University of Pennsylvania Press Scholastic disputation, the formalized procedure of debate in the medieval university, is one of the hallmarks of intellectual life in premodern Europe.
Modeled on Socratic and Aristotelian methods of argumentation, this rhetorical style was reﬁned in the monasteries of the early Middle Ages and rose to prominence during the
twelfth-century Renaissance. Strict rules governed disputation, and it became the preferred method of teaching within the university curriculum and beyond. In The Medieval
Culture of Disputation, Alex J. Novikoﬀ has written the ﬁrst sustained and comprehensive study of the practice of scholastic disputation and of its formative inﬂuence in multiple
spheres of cultural life. Using hundreds of published and unpublished sources as his guide, Novikoﬀ traces the evolution of disputation from its ancient origins to its broader impact
on the scholastic culture and public sphere of the High Middle Ages. Many examples of medieval disputation are rooted in religious discourse and monastic pedagogy: Augustine's
inner spiritual dialogues and Anselm of Bec's use of rational investigation in speculative theology laid the foundations for the medieval contemplative world. The polemical value of
disputation was especially exploited in the context of competing Jewish and Christian interpretations of the Bible. Disputation became the hallmark of Christian intellectual attacks
against Jews and Judaism, ﬁrst as a literary genre and then in public debates such as the Talmud Trial of 1240 and the Barcelona Disputation of 1263. As disputation ﬁltered into the
public sphere, it also became a key element in iconography, liturgical drama, epistolary writing, debate poetry, musical counterpoint, and polemic. The Medieval Culture of
Disputation places the practice and performance of disputation at the nexus of this broader literary and cultural context.

The Jew in the Modern World
A Documentary History
Oxford University Press, USA The last two centuries have witnessed a radical transformation of Jewish life. Marked by such profound events as the Holocaust and the establishment of
the state of Israel, Judaism's long journey through the modern age has been a complex and tumultuous one, leading many Jews to ask themselves not only where they have been
and where they are going, but what it means to be a Jew in today's world. Tracing the Jewish experience in the modern period and illustrating the transformation of Jewish religion,
culture, and identity from the 17th century to 1948, the updated edition of this critically acclaimed volume of primary materials remains the most complete sourcebook on modern
Jewish history. Now expanded to supplement the most vital documents of the ﬁrst edition, The Jew in the Modern World features hitherto unpublished and inaccessible sources
concerning the Jewish experience in Eastern Europe, women in Jewish history, American Jewish life, the Holocaust, and Zionism and the nascent Jewish community in Palestine on
the eve of the establishment of the State of Israel. The documents are arranged chronologically in each of eleven chapters and are meticulously and extensively annotated and
cross-referenced in order to provide the student with ready access to a wide variety of issues, key historical ﬁgures, and events. Complete with some twenty useful tables detailing
Jewish demographic trends, this is a unique resource for any course in Jewish history, Zionism and Israel, the Holocaust, or European and American history.

The sword is not enough
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Arabs, Israelis, and the limits of military force
Manchester University Press In this lucid and timely new book, Jeremy Pressman demonstrates that the default use of military force on both sides of the Arab-Israeli conﬂict has
prevented its peaceful resolution. Whether called deterrence or war, armed struggle or terrorism, the history of the conﬂict reveals that violence has been counterproductive.
Drawing on historical evidence from the 1950s to the present, The sword is not enough pushes back against the dominant belief that military force leads to triumph while
negotiations and concessions lead to defeat and further unwelcome challenges. Violence weakens the security situation, bolsters adversaries, and, especially in the case of
Palestine, has sabotaged political aims. Studiously impartial and accessibly written, this book shows us that diplomacy is the only answer.

Why Jews Do That
Or 30 Questions Your Rabbi Never Answered
Simon and Schuster “What Steph Curry is to the three-pointer, Avram Mlotek is to rabbi-ing. Let him—and this book—be your guide to a deeper understanding of Judaism.” —Bari
Weiss, author of How to Fight Anti-Semitism When the subject of religion comes up, people often get very shy and worry about oﬀending. If only there was a book that covered all
the nooks and crannies of a religion, written in an easily digestible way. Well, now there is! Written by Rabbi Avram Mlotek, Why Jews Do That is a terriﬁc look into the Jewish
religion that answers the tough questions. But this isn’t just for the Jews among us. Just because you're Catholic, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, or the like, doesn't mean you can’t enjoy
an inside look to ﬁnd out if Jews believe in Jesus, what kosher really is, and how we keep our yarmulkes secured to our heads. So have no fear, as Jews are here to help! Some of the
questions answered by Rabbi Mlotek include: What's with Jews and candles? Do Jews have confession like Catholics? Why are Jews obsessed with food? Is sex kosher? What about
marijuana? And much more! So whether you're a devout follower, a casual observer, someone marrying into the faith, or just interested in buﬃng up your Bible knowledge, Rabbi
Mlotek will guide you through the challah, mitzvahs, and shiksas that make Jewish life so...lively.

Islam
A Short Guide to the Faith
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Gathers ﬁfteen essays on Islam, covering its orgins, its divisions and their doctrines, mosques, Islamic government, and its relation to women, Judaism,
Christianity, and the United States.

Contemporary Jewish Ethics and Morality
A Reader
Psychology; 2 Bibliography: p.467-468.

Modern Jewish Scholarship in Hungary
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The ‚Science of Judaism‘ between East and West
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG The Habsburg Empire was one of the ﬁrst regions where the academic study of Judaism took institutional shape in the nineteenth century. In Hungary,
scholars such as Leopold and Immanuel Löw, David Kaufmann, Ignaz Goldziher, Wilhelm Bacher, and Samuel Krauss had a lasting impact on the Wissenschaft des Judentums
(“Science of Judaism”). Their contributions to Biblical, rabbinic and Semitic studies, Jewish history, ethnography and other ﬁelds were always part of a trans-national Jewish
scholarly network and the academic universe. Yet Hungarian Jewish scholarship assumed a regional tinge, as it emerged at an intersection between unquelled Ashkenazi yeshiva
traditions, Jewish modernization movements, and Magyar politics that boosted academic Orientalism in the context of patriotic historiography. For the ﬁrst time, this volume
presents an overview of a century of Hungarian Jewish scholarly achievements, examining their historical context and assessing their ongoing relevance.

Religious Conﬂict and Coexistence
The Korean Context and Beyond
The articles in this volume present a variety of theoretical and historical cases to enlarge our understanding of religious conﬂict and coexistence. Seven out of the ten articles
discuss cases of major religions in Korea, including Shamanism, Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, and Christianity. They explore the particularity of Korean religions in seeking
theological and philosophical inclusiveness, playing a positive role in society and building stable interreligious relations. The other three articles cover non-Korean themes including
religious conﬂict of interfaith families, a biblical analysis of particularism and universalism and a new interpretation of Paul's letter to the Romans. All of these articles are aimed at
identifying major causes of religious conﬂict and ﬁnding some eﬀective solutions drawn from various theoretical and practical domains.

The Jew in the American World
A Source Book
Wayne State University Press A translation of the 6th edition (1987, Nauka Press, Moscow) of a textbook which had been extensively revised and augmented as compared with the 2nd
edition (1957, Nauka Press, Moscow; translation into English, Pergamon Press, 1966). Material is organized into sections that include, among others, basic operations of the ﬁeld;
the kinematics of a continuous medium; distribution of mass and force in a continuous medium; irrotational motions of an ideal medium; turbulent ﬂows of incompressible viscous
ﬂuid; and some numerical methods for solving equations of hydrogas dynamics. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Shapo on the Law of Products Liability
Wolters Kluwer A proliferation of lawsuits involving sport utility vehicles, defective tires, medical devices and drugs, and asbestos abounds. Public attention to products liability cases
is at an all-time high, and awards routinely run into the millions of dollars. When developing a strategy in this high stakes world, attorneys can't aﬀord to have anything other than
the best information and insight into this evolving area of law. Lawyers need practical tools to assess a products liability case's potential and build their approach, and Shapo on the
Law of Products Liability provides the tools to give you the winning edge. Through a holistic analysis of the law and its principal developments as witnessed in hundreds of cases,
this treatise gives litigators a wide variety of perspectives on potential strategies, and the tools to support those strategies with persuasive arguments. This authoritative twovolume work will enable you to: Assess products liability case potential and build sound litigation strategies Dig deep into products liability law to build creative approaches to
litigation Craft a winning case and reap the greatest reward for your clients Find the tools and information to support strategies with persuasive arguments Both federal and state
courts contribute a rich mix of decisions to products liability law, which covers both consumer products and occupational hazards. This indispensable resource for the products
liability practitioner helps you prepare your case. Is the product defective? Who is liable? What is the manufacturer's responsibility? Who can be sued? What kind of awards may be
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realized? How might this be defended? Shapo on the Law of Products Liability also includes coverage of: Asbestos litigation Chinese drywall Food and drug Medical devices
Design/manufacturing defects claims Punitive damages Discovery rule Up to date analysis and commentary History and background on products liability law Damages Advertising
material Packaging Marshall S. Shapo, the Frederic P. Vose Professor at Northwestern University School of Law, is a nationally recognized authority on torts and products liability
law.

Racial Formation in the United States
Routledge Twenty years since the publication of the Second Edition and more than thirty years since the publication of the original book, Racial Formation in the United States now
arrives with each chapter radically revised and rewritten by authors Michael Omi and Howard Winant, but the overall purpose and vision of this classic remains the same: Omi and
Winant provide an account of how concepts of race are created and transformed, how they become the focus of political conﬂict, and how they come to shape and permeate both
identities and institutions. The steady journey of the U.S. toward a majority nonwhite population, the ongoing evisceration of the political legacy of the early post-World War II civil
rights movement, the initiation of the ‘war on terror’ with its attendant Islamophobia, the rise of a mass immigrants rights movement, the formulation of race/class/gender
‘intersectionality’ theories, and the election and reelection of a black President of the United States are some of the many new racial conditions Racial Formation now covers.

The Jews
A History
Routledge The Jews: A History, second edition, explores the religious, cultural, social, and economic diversity of the Jewish people and their faith. The latest edition incorporates new
research and includes a broader spectrum of people - mothers, children, workers, students, artists, and radicals - whose perspectives greatly expand the story of Jewish life.

The German-Hebrew Dialogue
Studies of Encounter and Exchange
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG In the wake of World War II and the Holocaust, it seemed there was no place for German in Israel and no trace of Hebrew in Germany — the two
languages and their cultures appeared as divergent as the directions of their scripts. Yet when placed side by side on opposing pages, German and Hebrew converge in the middle.
Comprised of essays on literature, history, philosophy, and the visual and performing arts, this volume explores the mutual inﬂuence of two linguistic cultures long held as separate
or even as diametrically opposed. From Moses Mendelssohn’s arrival in Berlin in 1748 to the recent wave of Israeli migration to Berlin, the essays gathered here shed new light on
the painful yet productive relationship between modern German and Hebrew cultures.

World War I and the Jews
Conﬂict and Transformation in Europe, the Middle East, and America
Berghahn Books World War I utterly transformed the lives of Jews around the world: it allowed them to display their patriotism, to dispel antisemitic myths about Jewish cowardice,
and to ﬁght for Jewish rights. Yet Jews also suﬀered as refugees and deportees, at times catastrophically. And in the aftermath of the war, the replacement of the Habsburg
Monarchy and the Russian and Ottoman Empires with a system of nation-states confronted Jews with a new set of challenges. This book provides a fascinating survey of the ways in
which Jewish communities participated in and were changed by the Great War, focusing on the dramatic circumstances they faced in Europe, North America, and the Middle East
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during and after the conﬂict.

Disseminating Jewish Literatures
Knowledge, Research, Curricula
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG The multilingualism and polyphony of Jewish literary writing across the globe demands a collaborative, comparative, and interdisciplinary
investigation into questions regarding methods of researching and teaching literatures. Disseminating Jewish Literatures compiles case studies that represent a broad range of
epistemological and textual approaches to the curricula and research programs of literature departments in Europe, Israel, and the United States. In doing so, it promotes the
integration of Jewish literatures into national philologies and the implementation of comparative, transnational approaches to the reading, teaching, and researching of literatures.
Instead of a dichotomizing approach, Disseminating Jewish Literatures endorses an exhaustive, comprehensive conceptualization of the Jewish literary corpus across languages.
Included in this volume are essays on literatures in Arabic, English, French, German, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, and Turkish, as well as essays
reﬂecting the ﬁelds of Yiddish philology and Latin American studies. The volume is based on the papers presented at the Gentner Symposium funded by the Minerva Foundation,
held at the Freie Universität Berlin in June 2018.

Modern Arabic Literature
Cambridge University Press This volume provides an authoritative survey of creative writing in Arabic from the mid-nineteenth century to the present day.

The Targum of Lamentations
Liturgical Press This work provides a deﬁnitive translation into English of the Targum of Lamentations, based on a critical reading of all the extant versions, with textual annotations
and extensive notes. An appendix oﬀers, in addition, a translation and annotation of the Yemenite version.

The Encyclopedia of religion
Studying Cultural Landscapes
Hodder Education Studying Cultural Landscapes combines a collection of lively and engaging essays covering the symbolic reading of a wide variety of landscapes. It oﬀers historical,
cultural, political, visual and poetic perspectives, oﬀering analyses of landscape forms from the rural to the celluloid. Essential reading for any student of cultural geography, as well
as students taking related interdisciplinary subjects, who would like to explore the multiple meaning of landscape.

Contemporary Jewish Theology
A Reader
Oxford University Press, USA Contemporary Jewish Theology: A Reader presents the most comprehensive collection to date of Jewish religious writings from the latter half of this
century. Featuring selections from both pre- and post-World War II thinkers, this carefully constructed anthology highlights the enormous range of theological viewpoints and
methods that have characterized Jewish theological reﬂection in modern times. An extraordinarily rich compilation, it represents many diﬀerent perspectives, including those of
Orthodox thinkers and feminists, Israelis and Americans, rationalists and mystics, and post-modernists. Extensive introductions place these writings in historical and philosophical
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context and identify the fundamental continuities and tensions among contemporary Jewish thinkers. Following a general introduction, the volume is organized into four parts. The
ﬁrst section includes representative selections from the major Jewish philosophers of the early twentieth century (Cohen, Rosenzweig, Buber, Kook, Kaplan, and Heschel). The
second part includes recent essays on God, creation, revelation, redemption, covenant/chosenness, and law. The third section provides seminal essays on the Holocaust and the
modern State of Israel, topics that have held tremendous importance for Jewish thinkers over the past few decades. The book concludes with a symposium on future directions in
Jewish theology at the dawn of the twenty-ﬁrst century, and also provides extensive suggestions for further reading. Contemporary Jewish Theology: A Reader is designed as a
companion volume to the editors' earlier book, Contemporary Jewish Ethics and Morality: A Reader (OUP, 1995). An exceptional introduction to contemporary Jewish thinking, it is an
essential text for courses in Jewish thought and theology.

International Handbook of Jewish Education
Springer Science & Business Media The International Handbook of Jewish Education, a two volume publication, brings together scholars and practitioners engaged in the ﬁeld of Jewish
Education and its cognate ﬁelds world-wide. Their submissions make a signiﬁcant contribution to our knowledge of the ﬁeld of Jewish Education as we start the second decade of the
21st century. The Handbook is divided broadly into four main sections: Vision and Practice: focusing on issues of philosophy, identity and planning –the big issues of Jewish
Education. Teaching and Learning: focusing on areas of curriculum and engagement Applications, focusing on the ways that Jewish Education is transmitted in particular contexts,
both formal and informal, for children and adults. Geographical, focusing on historical, demographic, social and other issues that are speciﬁc to a region or where an issue or range
of issues can be compared and contrasted between two or more locations. This comprehensive collection of articles providing high quality content, constitutes a diﬁnitive statement
on the state of Jewish Education world wide, as well as through a wide variety of lenses and contexts. It is written in a style that is accessible to a global community of academics
and professionals.

Introduction to Management Science with Spreadsheets
Irwin Professional Pub This text combines the market leading writing and presentation skills of Bill Stevenson with integrated, thorough, Excel modeling from Ceyhun Ozgur. Professor
Ozgur teaches Management Science, Operations, and Statistics using Excel, at the undergrad and MBA levels at Valparaiso University --and Ozgur developed and tested all
examples, problems and cases with his students. The authors have written this text for students who have no signiﬁcant mathematics training and only the most elementary
experience with Excel.

Jews in Medieval England
Teaching Representations of the Other
Springer This volume examines the teaching of Jewishness within the context of medieval England. It covers a wide array of academic disciplines and addresses a multitude of
primary sources, including medieval English manuscripts, law codes, philosophy, art, and literature, in explicating how the Jew-as-Other was formed. Chapters are devoted to the
teaching of the complexities of medieval Jewish experiences in the modern classroom. Jews in Medieval England: Teaching Representations of the Other also grounds medieval
conceptions of the Other within the contemporary world where we continue to confront the problematic attitudes directed toward alleged social outcasts.

Racism and the Weakness of Christian Identity
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Religious Autoimmunity
Routledge Despite the command from Christ to love your neighbour, Western Christianity has continued to be aﬄicted by the evil of racism and the acts of violence that accompany
it. Through a systems theoretical and deconstructive account of religion and the political theology of St. Paul, this book traces how the racism and violence of modern Western
Christianity is a symptom of its failure to secure its own myth of sovereignty within a complex world of plurality. Divided into three sections, the book begins with a philosophical
and critical account of what it calls the immune system of Christian identity. Focusing on Pauline political theology as reﬂective of an inherent religious "autoimmunity" built into
Christian community, a theory of theological-political violence is located within Western Christianity. The second section traces major theoretical aspects of the historical
"apparatus" of Christian Identity. It demonstrates that it is ultimately around the ﬁgure of the black slave that racialized Christian identity becomes a system of anti-blackness and
white supremacy. The book concludes by oﬀering strategies for thinking resistance against such racialised Christian identity. It does this by constructing a "pragmatics of faith" by
engaging Deleuze’s and Guattari’s use of the term pragmatics, Moten’s theory of black fugitivity, and Long’s account of African American religious production. This wide-ranging
and interdisciplinary view of Christianity’s relationship to racism will be of keen interest to scholars of Religious Studies, Theological Studies, Cultural Studies, Critical Race Studies,
American Studies, and Critical Theory.

Essential Papers on Zionism
NYU Press Zionism, more than any other social and political movement in the modern era, has completely and fundamentally altered the self-image of the Jewish people and its
relations with the non- Jewish world. As the dominant expression of Jewish nationalism, Zionism revolutionized the very concept of Jewish peoplehood, taking upon itself the
transformation of the Jewish people from a minority into a majority, and from a diaspora community into a territorial one. Bringing together for the ﬁrst time the work of the most
distinguished historians of Zionism and the Yishuv (pre-state Israeli society), many never before translated into English, this volume oﬀers a comprehensive treatment of the history
of Zionism. The contributions are diverse, examining such topics as the ideological development of the Jewish nationalist movement, Zionist trends in the Land of Israel, and
relations between Jews, Arabs, and the British in Palestine. Contributors include: Jacob Katz, Shmuel Almog, Yosef Salmon, David Vital, Steven J. Zipperstein, Michael Heymann,
Jonathan Frankel, George L. Berlin, Israel Oppenheim, Gershon Shaked, Joseph Heller, Hagit Lavsky, and Bernard Wasserstein.
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